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Financial Simulation Modeling in Excel, + Website: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Regardless of where I work, simulation has crept into my financial career. After

	nearly a decade of working with it in many capacities I’ve found it to be

	a mixed blessing. In many investment companies when the term simulation is

	simply brought up there are a variety of reactions. The two most visible camps of

	thought...
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Electrical Engineering 101, Second Edition: Everything You Should Have Learned in School...but Probably Didn'tNewnes, 2008


	Wow, the success of the original edition of Electrical Engineering 101 has been

	amazing. I have had fans from all over the world comment on it and how the

	book has helped them. The response has been all I ever hoped for —so much

	so that I get a chance to add to it and make an even better version.





	Of course,...
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Fundamentals of Probability: With Stochastic ProcessesCRC Press, 2018

	
		"The 4th edition of Ghahramani's book is replete with intriguing historical notes, insightful comments, and well-selected examples/exercises that, together, capture much of the essence of probability. Along with its Companion Website, the book is suitable as a primary resource for a first course in probability. Moreover, it...
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A Guide to MATLAB: For Beginners and Experienced UsersCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a comprehensive

	software system for mathematics and technical computing. It will

	be useful to bothbeginning and experienced users. It contains concise

	explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well as easily understood

	instructions for using...
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The Java(TM) 3D API SpecificationAddison Wesley, 1997
The Java 3D API, an exciting new part of the JavaMedia suite of   APIs, enables the creation of three-dimensional graphics applications   and Internet-based 3D applets. It gives developers high-level   constructs for creating and manipulating 3D geometry and for building   the structures used in rendering that geometry.  With Java 3D,   developers...
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Theoretical Aspects of Heterogeneous Catalysis (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
Heterogeneous catalysis is a fascinating and complex subject of  utmost importance in the present day. Its immense technological and  economical importance and the inherent complexity of the catalytic  phenomena have stimulated theoretical and experimental studies by a  broad spectrum of scientists, including chemists, physicists, chemical...
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Protocells: Bridging Nonliving and Living MatterMIT Press, 2008

	Protocells offers a comprehensive resource on current attempts to create simple forms of life from scratch in the laboratory. These minimal versions of cells, known as protocells, are entities with lifelike properties created from nonliving materials, and the book provides in-depth investigations of processes at the interface between...
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Real-Time Volume GraphicsAK Peter, 2006

	IN TRADITIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 3D objects are created using highlevel
	surface representations such as polygonal meshes, NURBS (nonuniform
	rational B-spline) patches, or subdivision surfaces. Using this modeling
	paradigm, visual properties of surfaces, such as color, roughness, and
	reflectance, are described by means of a shading...
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CCSP SECUR Exam Cram 2 (642-501)Que, 2003
          Exam Cram 2 fills the needs of 1,000s of Certified Security Specialists and new security cert candidates looking to upgrade to a CCSP.

	
    SECUR is the first and most important of the 5 required exams to obtain a CCSP. 

    
	...
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The Variational Bayes Method in Signal ProcessingSpringer, 2005
This is the first book-length treatment of the Variational Bayes (VB) approximation in signal processing. It has been written as a self-contained, self-learning guide for academic and industrial research groups in signal processing, data analysis, machine learning, identification and control. It reviews the VB distributional approximation, showing...
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Ada for Software EngineersSpringer, 2009
Ada has become the language of choice for high integrity software systems, and is now used extensively in applications such as transportation, finance, aerospace and heavy industry. This book is aimed at professional software engineers making the transition to Ada, and at students using Ada for advanced undergraduate projects or graduate research....
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Computational Vision and Medical Image Processing: Recent TrendsSpringer, 2010

	Nowadays, computationalmethodologies of signal processing and imaging analysis for 2D, 3D and even 4D data are commonly used for various applications in society. For example, Computational Vision systems are progressively used for surveillance tasks, traffic analysis, recognition process, inspection purposes, human-machine interfaces, 3D...
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